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Thanks to ground-breaking innovations and materials, the Ultraleggero is an incredibly light steel shotgun. The 20 gauge version offers the same features of the 12-ga, but with an even lighter weight – about 2.5 kg with 24”/61 cm barrels. 

Read now
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fair08.04.2024F.A.I.R. Jubilee Prestige Tartaruga Gold over-and-under: the field test
We show you a day spent in the field with bird dogs using the Tartaruga Gold 12-ga version of the F.A.I.R. Jubilee Prestige over-and-under, a classic and elegant shotgun available in all the main gauges commonly used for hunting, down to the smallest .410 bore.

Read now
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[image: marlin-firearms: New Marlin Dark Series Model 336 and SBL Series Model 1894 rifles: long live the lever-action!]marlin-firearms07.04.2024New Marlin Dark Series Model 336 and SBL Series Model 1894 rifles: long live the lever-action!
Chambered in .30-30 Win. and .44 Rem Mag. Respectively, the latest additions to the Marlin lineup are the Dark Series Model 336 and the SBL Series Model 1894 in .44 Rem.Mag.

Read now


[image: grand-power: Grand Power K22 TS sport pistol, old style flavor and modern features]
[image: grand-power: Grand Power K22 TS sport pistol, old style flavor and modern features]grand-power06.04.2024Grand Power K22 TS sport pistol, old style flavor and modern features
The .22 K22 TS outlines are reminiscent of the famous USSR-era Margolin target shooting pistol, but this is actually a modern design based on the Slovak manufacturer's polymer-framed larger caliber handguns. Two barrel lengths are available.

Read now
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The Bavarian auction house, which specialises in fine antique and collector's arms, is preparing to cross the finish line of its 100th auction sale. As always, collectors are scrambling to bid for unique and extremely rare pieces. Let's see together which lots are the most promising.

Read now
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knives04.04.2024SRM Knives 255L-GP, the folding knife with a smart clip
We present to you for the first time a product from the Chinese company SRM Knives, which stands out in the great sea of oriental products for a technical solution that is nothing short of brilliant: the clip can be moved, or removed, without any type of tool and without any holes in the scales. And this is not the only novelty...

Read now


[image: baschieri-pellagri: Wild boar special: Baschieri & Pellagri Big Game slug shotshells]baschieri-pellagri03.04.2024Wild boar special: Baschieri & Pellagri Big Game slug shotshells
In this video, Gianluca Garolini illustrates and explains the characteristics of the slug shotshells in the Baschieri & Pellagri Big Game line. Different solutions with slugs differing in weight, design and material, to deal safely and satisfactorily with the various wild boar hunting situations.

Read now


[image: hera-arms: Hera Arms H6 repeating rifle in .223 Remington: an unusually practical bolt action for hunting and sport]hera-arms02.04.2024Hera Arms H6 repeating rifle in .223 Remington: an unusually practical bolt action for hunting and sport
The H6 bolt-action rifle from Hera Arms polarises at first glance with its unusual design: its silhouette resembles a modern AR-15 semi-automatic. This is deceptive, because the H6 is a genuine bolt-action repeating rifle in a sporty look. But in conversations with passionate varmint hunters who focus on foxes, raccoons and similar wild game, it becomes clear that the H6 system also appeals to …

Read now
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mauser01.04.2024Test: Mauser 18 Long Range Chassis, a match rifle in .308 Winchester calibre with MDT Oryx aluminum chassis
Mauser also offers the Mauser 18 Long Range Chassis in its affordable M18 bolt-action rifle series. This model variant is equipped with an Oryx aluminum chassis from the Canadian specialist Modular Driven Technologies Inc (MDT). We have tested the German match rifle on the shooting range.

Read now


[image: rifles: The revolutionary Lynx GM6 multi-role rifle in .50 BMG ]
rifles30.03.2024The revolutionary Lynx GM6 multi-role rifle in .50 BMG 
Made in Hungary, the Lynx GM6 semi-automatic fireram combines the strengths of a sniper rifle, assault rifle and anti-materiel weapon in .50 BMG (12.7x99 mm) caliber. Thanks to its long recoil operating system, it allows the operator to fire it even in a standing position without support.

Read now


[image: walther: Three Walther all-steel pistols tested. What are the new SF Compact, Full Size and Match models capable of?]
walther29.03.2024Three Walther all-steel pistols tested. What are the new SF Compact, Full Size and Match models capable of?
Manufacturers are increasingly offering their established polymer pistols with a steel frame. This reduces the carrying comfort that is so popular with polymer models. In addition to testing the new Walther PDP Steel Frame, all4shooters.com went in search of advantages and disadvantages. Read here in our test report what we found out.
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haenel28.03.2024Haenel LR/One: a bolt action rifle in .308 Win for an affordable introduction to long range and PRS – with video
If you want to venture into the trendy disciplines of long range shooting and PRS, you have to invest money. The gun designers at Haenel want to break through this barrier with the new LR/One: their entry-level bolt-action rifle in .308 Winchester is under the €2,500 mark despite its extensive and high-quality features. We provide you with the key technical specs as well as a video to help you …

Read now
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shotguns27.03.2024Breda Astro 20 shotgun, now also in Woodcock and Wild Boar versions
Over the years, the inertia-driven semi-automatic from the Italian company has become a real flagship, manufactured in several variants. Now the range of options available to hunters is further expanded with two 20-gauge versions designed for the Queen of the Woods and the King of the Bush, respectively.

Read now
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springfield-armory26.03.2024New All-Black Emissary 1911s from Springfield Armory
Springfield Armory introduced the Emissary series in 2021 as “serious defensive pistols with style”. The new All-Black Emissary models, available in 5″ and 4.25″ barrel lengths and in either 9mm and .45 ACP calibers, now add a sleek all-black Cerakote finish to the Emissary popular features. 
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rifles25.03.2024Big Horn Armory Model 89 White Lightning, lever-action rifle in 500 S&W Magnum
Massive and extremely powerful: the Model 89 White Lightning lever-action rifle is “made to handle whatever one gets into or needs to get out of”. Receivers and steel parts are manufactured using 17-4PH stainless steel, barrels are 416 stainless steel, all with a nitride finish for rugged-in-the-field dependability.

Read now
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culture23.03.2024Road to Paris: shooting matches will not be in Paris during the Olympic Games, but the ISSF has arranged for a "Shooters' House" in Châteauroux
The International Shooting Federation has created a striking space that will be the home of shooting disciplines, in the center of Châteauroux, during the 10 days of the Olympic Games. It will host athletes, teams, sponsors, technicians and special guests to properly celebrate medals won and competition successes.

Read now
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Thanks to ground-breaking innovations and materials, the Ultraleggero is an incredibly light steel shotgun. The 20 gauge version offers the same features of the 12-ga, but with an even lighter weight – about 2.5 kg with 24”/61 cm barrels. 
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We show you a day spent in the field with bird dogs using the Tartaruga Gold 12-ga version of the F.A.I.R. Jubilee Prestige over-and-under, a classic and elegant shotgun available in all the main gauges commonly used for hunting, down to the smallest .410 bore.
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In this video, Gianluca Garolini illustrates and explains the characteristics of the slug shotshells in the Baschieri & Pellagri Big Game line. Different solutions with slugs differing in weight, design and material, to deal safely and satisfactorily with the various wild boar hunting situations.
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The H6 bolt-action rifle from Hera Arms polarises at first glance with its unusual design: its silhouette resembles a modern AR-15 semi-automatic. This is deceptive, because the H6 is a genuine bolt-action repeating rifle in a sporty look. But in conversations with passionate varmint hunters who focus on foxes, raccoons and similar wild game, it becomes clear that the H6 system also appeals to …
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[image: iwa: Follow-up 3 of IWA 2024: even more highlights for hunters and sport shooters from the major firearms fair]
iwa06.03.2024Follow-up 3 of IWA 2024: even more highlights for hunters and sport shooters from the major firearms fair
Four days, seven reports, 230 videos – that's our summary of the coverage of IWA OutdoorClassics 2024. In this final post-show report, we take you back to IWA 2024 and show you the highlights of the trade fair for the last time this year. In the article you can also find out where there is more to see!
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[image: iwa: Follow-up 2 of IWA 2024: hunting and sport shooting short and long guns, smart optics and lead-free ammunition]
iwa05.03.2024Follow-up 2 of IWA 2024: hunting and sport shooting short and long guns, smart optics and lead-free ammunition
Who says IWA OutdoorClassics 2024 is over? Today and tomorrow, we at all4shooters.com will show you information and videos of products that caught our eye during our IWA forays. 

Read now
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iwa04.03.2024Follow-up 1 of IWA 2024: what else was there? More interesting news on firearms, optics and ammunition
Yesterday saw the end of IWA OutdoorClassics 2024, the 50th anniversary edition of the leading international trade fair for the firearms, optics and gear industry. There was a lot to see, product premieres and highlights for sport shooters and hunters. There were also many discussions with industry representatives, exhibitors and visitors. Here at all4shooters.com we will continue for a few more …
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[image: iwa: Day 4 of IWA 2024: What's new, what's interesting about guns, optics and ammunition? Many more videos and trade fair summary with visitor numbers!]
iwa03.03.2024Day 4 of IWA 2024: What's new, what's interesting about guns, optics and ammunition? Many more videos and trade fair summary with visitor numbers!
The German sun was also kind to visitors and exhibitors at IWA OutdoorClassics 2024, which ended today after four days. After three previous days of Enforce Tac, NürnbergMesse successfully completed a tough week of stress. But so did the exhibitors, some of whom were at both trade fairs. Reason enough for the all4shooters.com team to present many new products to a wider public with text and videos …

Read now


[image: iwa: IWA 2024: InfiRay Outdoor presents the InfiRay Iris IL 19 and 35 thermal imaging monoculars and the Mate MAH50R, a very low NETD attachment]
iwa03.03.2024IWA 2024: InfiRay Outdoor presents the InfiRay Iris IL 19 and 35 thermal imaging monoculars and the Mate MAH50R, a very low NETD attachment
At IWA OutdoorClassics 2024, InfiRay Outdoor will be presenting its new Iris handheld thermal imagers, as well as an extended model of its clip-on flagship Mate MAH50: the new InfiRay Mate MAH50R features a laser rangefinder and a further improved sensor. You can read all the information about the new thermal imaging devices fresh from the trade fair here on all4hunters.com.
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[image: iwa: Day 3 at IWA OutdoorClassics 2024: Big, bigger, IWA – From calibers to booth sizes, everything at the Nuremberg gun show]
iwa02.03.2024Day 3 at IWA OutdoorClassics 2024: Big, bigger, IWA – From calibers to booth sizes, everything at the Nuremberg gun show
Some booths at this year's IWA have an experiential character, others are so small that you could quickly overlook them (without the help of our videos). The range extends from air rifles to 10,000-euro Olympic carbon models, from custom IPSC pistols to multispectral thermal imagers and night vision binoculars.

Read now


[image: Geco: IWA OutdoorClassics 2024: GECO launches new rifle calibers for the STAR, EXPRESS and TARGET HP bullets]
Geco02.03.2024IWA OutdoorClassics 2024: GECO launches new rifle calibers for the STAR, EXPRESS and TARGET HP bullets
IWA OutdoorClassics 2024: Each line of ammunition from cartridge pioneer GECO has its own characteristics, just as there are certainly declared fans for certain cartridges. We present the latest additions and explain how the GECO EXPRESS, GECO STAR and GECO TARGET HP lines differ from each other. Anyone who knows these differences will quickly find their favourite ammunition.

Read now
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            all4shooters.com / all4hunters.com - International website for sports shooters and hunters

Tests and presentations of firearms, optics, ammunition, equipment, accessories and events related to sport shooting and hunting. We do not sell firearms. Our business is editorial information!

BE A SHOOTER!
Firearms, ammunition, optics, and passion: these are the four key elements that unite shooting fans from all around the world. all4shooters.com is the international platform that is your window to this fascinating world – in four languages. 
Our motto at all4shooters.com and all4hunters.com is simple:
We are here for all those who live out their passion for hunting and shooting , either in competitions or as a hobby – or who simply enjoy firearms , optics and related accessories . At all4hunters.com, we focus on hunting rifles and shotguns , hunting ammunition and the associated optics and equipment . But we also inspire you with real stories of passionate hunters or sport shooters. We also provide the latest news from around the world and everything you need to know about new products and developments relating to your particular passion. We supply essential information about each respective market. In-depth understanding of each individual market is our strength – along with our ability to provide worldwide distribution via the Web. 
all4shooters.com / all4hunters.com is fascinating, multi-facetted, informative and explanatory at the same time. Our basic philosophy is to report in a balanced, impartial and journalistic neutral manner so that our users and partners in the industry can track current developments in a timely manner and better understand their impact.
Our Services:
Our international platform in four languages with corresponding social media appearances on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube reaches an active, interested and international audience of milions – every month! For the first time, we are able to get younger people excited about our topics again. 
What makes all4shooters.com different?
For one thing, it's the journalistic and editorial content we provide, but also the value-added services we offer. Regardless of whether you’re interested in presentations of the latest products at major international trade fairs – or are looking for a fascinating YouTube video, we’ve got it. 
Communication via more effective channels:
In printed media, information generally flows just one way. Our web-based platform, on the other hand, allows for two-way communications – making it easier for users and providers to interact. 
Print media, websites, social media, YouTube – all of it coordinated internationally and from a single source. Whatever you’re looking for, chances are you will find it on our website or by using Google search at all4shooters.com / all4hunters.com.
We hope you enjoy surfing our global website, our Facebook pages and our international YouTube channels!
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